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I was running a' hit on the late side in getting this issue
ready to send to the printer. Up early arid in my den. The
computer is running, the drafts and disks are sorted and 1 - rn just
about ready to begin.
My wife calls to me and sounds upset -You won't believe
what they're doing in New York!"
Those events tend to trivialize just about everything else,
Somehow stamp collecting and .The Philatelic Communicator
just didn't seem nearly as important as they did the previous
day. Yet as shock gave way to sorrow, sorrow to anger and
anger to determination. We all witnessed an incredible spirit
spread across the nation--but what a price.
The nation's leaders have called on us to get on with life
and activity will never he the same, yet we cannot let those
terrorists drive our vigor away and control our lives. And maybe
in these times, our minds and our bodies can use it little
respite a little respite that our hobby can provide.
Meanwhile, none or us will forget those whose lives have
been lost, or their families, friends and neighbors. There were
many real heros as well as victims. Those in the planes. the
rescue workers and many others. Many of us have received
messages from stamp collectors in other countries expressing
condolences and sharing our grief. An outrage has been
committed and will be addressed.

$1500
$1750
$2000

Please report address changes to the Secretary- I reasurer as soon as
known in order to avoid loss of issues.

Dane Claussen's customary "President's Message" will not
be found in this issue. Instead. Dane has joined our authors and
shared his insight on the subject of --fair use" on page 4. Vice
president Barth Ilealy also has an item on this subject on page
8 as do 1 on page 5. Can we hear from others on this topic?
WRITERS BREAKFAST
Ihere will be a Writers Breakfast at the APS Winter
Meeting, Aineristamp I Ixpo. Riverside, Calihirnia. Details will
be in the next issue. In the meantime, the APS Webpage will
probably have further information shortly and Ken Martin will
soon be able to answer your questions,
QUESTIONNAIRE
mclosed urn this i ssue is a questionnaire that I would really
appreciate taking the time to complete and return. This
wiII give me a better understanding of what you would like this
publication to he.
You can mail it. or if more convenient, just send me the
essentials by e-m a i I at j foley4197(ii)aol.com
.

The Philatelic Communicator is printed arid distributed by Wilcox Printing &
Publishing, Inc: . Madrid, Iowa.
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STAMPSHOW Literature Palmares
he judges for the literature competition were James W.
Gone from Washington as chairman, Stanley J. Lull from
Colorado and Reuben A. Ramkissoon from Illinois as members
with Joseph E. Foley from Maryland serving as apprentice.
There were four sections as noted in the listing of awards
that follows. The show program gave a description, price and
source fOr each entry. There were a few added starters that
didn't make the program, This was the second year that the
Literature Grand Award, sponsored by Scott Publications was
presented.
Grunt! Award & Cold: Amstein Specialized
ARTIC.11.:S/COLUMNS
Silver Bronze: CBS News Radio Stamp Collecting Report by
loyd de Vries and Ihe Philatelic Web by Robert de Violini.

ide ntifie r, 2000 Edition Bruce Cranford. Air Alails Crumb:
.
/ 925 1939: The Development et Postal History (y National
International Mails Charles G. l'irby Publications, A
Comprehensive Illustration 0/Covers With Sinkiang Provisional
Airmail Stamps (/932-1933) David Lie Joshua ThwonGreat
Britain Philatelic Society, All About Stamps Krause
Publ ica t ions, /dent ifYing the Cancellations iflartgauvika Larry
Goldberg, Mentiti, ing the Cancellations of Kenya Larry
Goldberg and Vermont Postal History: The Branches, Stations,
(was of the ( ;Wen Mountain )lat(' Paul G. Abajian & Jason
J. Granger.
Silver Bronze:United Nations Postal Stationery Issued and
Rcprinted: 1952-19S1 Duane I .amers, Specialized(Wor Guides
for United States Stamps Richard M. Morris and Specialized
Color Guides Jiff the Admiral Issue of Canada Richard M.
Morris
Bronze:Alrisliroonts on Stamps Albert .1. ('.asciero & John tiltee

CA-l'ALOGS
PER
Cold:Cinalogo Especialkfrido Chile 2000 Sociedad Filatelica
De (hi Ic. Webb's Postal Stationery ( 'atalogue of ('artarla and
Nexybundland, 7th Ed by William C. Walton &. Earle I.. Covert
and ZumsteM ..S.pecicilizediSvvissi Zum stein.
Vermeil: ("entennial Definitive Series 1967-1973 by D. Robin
Harris, Railways: Thematic Stamp Caralogue Dondil Grupo
A finsa, Stamps and Postal Stationery of Palestine 1918- 194S by
Edward G. Rosen. Lot, and lint/stein fierier-at, Zitinstein.
Silver: Basketball: Thematic Stamp Catalogue Dom l I Grupo
A ti Lisa, 2001 Krause- :1 ,1inktis Standard ( -'utalog of!! S Stamps
Maurice Wozniak. editor. Krause Publications and Stamp
Catalog/Handbook ofSwiLerlatulThe Amateur Collector, Ltd.
. y
Silver Bronze: Estampillas de ( 'olombia I :sl :ma 2000
Literatura, 2001 Krause Minkus Stamps & Pi-ic : c8 Maurice
Wozniak_ editor, Krause Publications, Krause-Ifinkus Standard
Catalog of Canadian United Nations Stamps Maurice
Wozniak. editor. Krause Publications and Duck Stamps 2001.2002
In Rita I )umaine,
Bronze: AT/Alias: in World War I, Catalogue Nicole Peretz
I I AN DBOOKS
Cold: The Duck Stamp Story: Art Conservation History Bob
Dumaine, The Parcel Post Stamps of the Ivory Coast by David
I Herendeen and 'Rainbow Inats : Vireat Britain Philatelic Society
also Felicitations of the Jury
Vermeil: Philatelic kantetsies of British North America 1860)910 Charles G. Firhy Puhlications, Postal History of the
Spanish Philimines, 150-1898 hy I )on Peterson and Geolircy
I W , Snub . of Israel's Dateless (ancellations 191849)) by
1)01 a Id A. Cliatetz. Mute ('ancellations of the Brazil Empire by
James A. I )ingler Klerman W. Lopes American Philatelic
Congress Book Richard I lelhock, editor and 111e United States
18-17 Issue: A Cover Census by Thomas J. Alexander also
Felicitations of the Jury.
Silver: Origin C'achets of the (IN, Its Agencies and Its
Predecessors B. Clement. Jr.. Space Covers: Dieu/mm:1 , &

Cold: The Chronicle of the US, Classic Postal Issues Charles
& !hurls, PFE
J. Peterson, Postal History Journal
Journal FEE Journal, The American Revenuer' Kenneth Trettin
and The Penny Post 'Hie Carriers and Locals Society.
Vermeil: First Days Barry Newton, Ukrainian Philatelist
( icorge Fedyk, The Posthorn Paul Albright, The Cuban Philatelist
The Cuban Philatelist.
Silver: Yule Log Christmas Philatelic Club, The Informer Hugh
Wynn, The Canadian ( .01111eCtiOn John G. Peebles, Me
Philatelic Observer Junior Phi lan.dists of America, George VI
Larry Goldberg. The Czechoslovak ,Specialist Ludvik Z.
Svoboda, Thc.lournalqiihe United Nations Philatelists Richard
Powers, Kiku Shimbun' The British Society thr Japanese
Philately and The flelios;raph The Postal History Foundation.
Silver Bronze: ASNP - Newsletter American Society for
Netherlands Philately, Reflections Clarence McKnight, lhe
Alaskan Philatelist Eric Knapp, editor, Meru-Ilk's Journal
Ethiopian Philatelic Society, Duck Tracks Frank1 R. Jordan.
NI)S( 'S., Prom ('over to Cover George M I lill, 3" , Journal of
the Lithuania Philatelic Society John Variakojis,
Precancels/Canada Larry Goldberg and ( 'at Mews Marc i Jarvis.
Bronze: First Issues First Issues Collectors Club and
ConkelerationRoy Sass.
Certificate: Rambler Marlene McCall. editor.
NICHOLSON HONORED BY IRISH GROUP
The Lire Philatelic Association recently announced that
Geome Nicholson of ('anada has been selected as the recipient
ofthe Vincent A. Linnell Memorial Award in recognition of his
art icle "Retnem bering the Irish Fain i nes: I 822 and I g47"ju1ged
to have been the best published in volume Fifty of the
Association's journal, The Revealer.
.1he Award Committee was chaired by Charles J. (.1. Verge,
and included I larlan F. Stone of New York and Hans Moxter
of Germany.
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Fair Use and Copyright Law
by Dr. Dane S. Oa/awn
As one of several persons who are and will he contributing
to this fbrum in the Philatelic . Communicator. An entire series
of books has been written about copyright. The main point
would like to make is this: virtually all publishers, and some
authors, will assert that it is relatively easy to violate copyright
law in the United States. Publishers, in particular, have a vested
interest in exaggerating the ease of violatingcopyright law, as
the easier it appears, the easier it is for publishers to charge
reprint fees kir material that otherwise would tall under "lair
use" (republication of copyrighted material under certain
circumstances and limitations).
This philosophy also protects them, when authors quote
from copyrighted material published by other publishers; it
allows publishers to tell their authors to get permissions.
whether legally necessary or not, from other publishers and
decrease the probability that they (the publishers) will ever get.
sued (or even threatened with a suit) from another publ isher
All of this has been taken to ridiculous extremes: I have
published hooks with two publishers (Pilgrim Press and
McFarland & Co.) and I have three more books under contract
(to be published by Rowman & Peter Lang Publishing; and Iowa State University Press, respectively). They all
have dictated to me, as author and/or editor, strict guidelines fir
use of copyrighted material, such as getting perm ission anytime
that I quote more than fitly words from anything that has ever
been published by anyone else and isn't clearly in the public
domain, despite the fact that copyright law says nothing about
fifty words, or any other specific number of words, for that
matter.
Part of the reason for the publ sh ers extraordinary distort ion
of copyright law is, in addition to greed and avoiding lawsuits,
that few (if any) publishers regularly have book manuscripts
"lawyered" for copyright problems. When I asked Peter Lang
Publishing if I could talk with its lawyer(s) about the firm's
"fair use" guidelines for authors and editors, they told me that
the firm has no in-house lawyer. and that the publisher bases its
copyright guidelines on a book written about ten years ago by an
English (not copyright law or media law) professor.
As a 1980 federal appeals court opinion said, "fair use" is
a "rule of reason, to balance the author's right to compensation
for his work, on the one hand, against the public's interest in
the widest possible dissemination of ideas and information on
the other."
Generally, courts, statutes and commentators have agreed
that copyright law should be friendly to scholars in particular,
but Section 107 of the 1976 copyright law defines "fair use"
more broadly as a copyright law exemption fuir "criticism,
comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies
for classroom use), scholarship or research." I would argue that
all five of my books either published or under contract engage
only in "criticism, comment. teaching, scholarship tandFor
research" due to their author(s), contents and purposes. Certainly none of the publishers oor I stand to make much money
offmy books, let alone those parts in which material from other
copyrighted works are quoted. But none of these arguments
4
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make any difference to publishers' copyright policies, which has
the perverse result of' American book publishers themselves
li miting and not taking full advantage olcopyright law for the
benefit of' their authors or their readers,
To determine whether' a particular reprinting or other
reproduction of copyrighted material falls within the "fair use"
exception, a court, as Professor Don ['ember says, would make
a judgment based on these criteria: the purpose and character of
the use; the nature of the copyrighted work; the amount and
substantiality of the portion used in relation to the entire
copyrighted work, and the effect of the use on the potential
market for or value of the copyrighted work. Ilses of copyrighted material for criticism. comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship and research are broadly protected under
the "purpose and character of the use" criterion, regardless of
what my publishers claim.
This would he particularly true for noncommercial and
nonprofit uses, which should cover virtually publications
(journals, newsletters, books, etc.) published by nonprofit
philatelic organizations. It also should apply to nonprofit
academic publishers, such as nonprofit university presses
(although one of my publishers that one would think would be
nonprofit, Iowa Slate University Press, was recently bought by
Blackwell, a very much profit-oriented British firm). Law
textbooks also note that teachers and professors have thirty wide
discretion to, say, photocopy articles from newspapers or
magazines and distribute theta in class although their old
practice of photocopying big "packets" of material and selling
them through Kinko's or other copy services has been thrown
out. I do not know what the law has said, if' anything, on
photocopying articles and passing them out in other nonprofit
environments, such as religious services, MUSe11111S, and so on.
But my opinion (I teach media law, but am not a lawyer) is that
"fair use" also would cover, for example, photocopying an
article from Linn 's to hand out at a stamp club meeting, as
much under this "purpose and character" criterion as under the
others.
The second criterion, as Prof. Don Pernher points out, is
satisfied or not by asking a series of questions: is the copyrighted work still available'? is the copyrighted work what is
called consumable (workbooks, crossword puzzle books. etc,)'?
Is die work an informational work or a creative work'? and is the
work published or unpublished'? The first question mitigates to
some extent the fact that the 1978 copyright law protects
material produced since then for the life of the author plus
severity years and material produced before then for a total of
ninety- five years.
I am not advocatin g., that anyone violate either the letter or
spirit of copyright law, but it simply is common sense that One
is unlikely to get sued for quoting a few lines from a book that
is out of print, or even yesterday's daily newspaper a weekly
magazine published last month. Second, we have slightly more
room to reprint from published rather than unpublished sources
because the author(s) of published sources presumably have had
the opportunity to gain from tieir sale, while author(s) of'
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unpublished materials have not. In any case, one should always
get permission to reprint from unpublished materials. Th ird, we
have slightly more flexibility to reprinting from informational
works (such as newspapers, magazines, encyclopedias, etc.)
than from creative works.
The third criterion is satisfied not through the arbitrary
word limits that publishers often place on *tailors and editors,
but from an overview of the percentage of a copyrighted work
that is being reprinted. As Pember says, "The use of 500 words
from a 450-page book is far less damaging than the use of
t wenty words from a 40-word poem. - (Again, few publishers
will ever admit to their authors or editors that quoting 500
copyrighted words may in fact be a "fair use.") I seldom want to
quote 500 words by someone else, but I shouldn't be stopped at
fitly words from a book. And I would argue that given the other
"lair use" criteria above and below, that as a scholar or philatelist. for that matter. I shouldn't be stopped from quoting even
fitly words from a 500-word news story.
The fourth criterion is in many ways the most liberating
criteria for "fair use.," and is given more weight by judges when
copyright infringement cases go to court. In fact, judges will
look at direct and indirect impacts. I can't imagine that any of
my scholarly research, or virtually all philatelic publishing, that
involves quoting or citing other sources would result in persons
buying my books or philatelic books and result in those buyers
who had previously planned to purchase books I quoted deciding not to do so. I would argue that, in filet, the opposite is true:
when I mention someone else's book in one of mine, it is
actually publicizing that other person's work, whether my
quotat ion and/or mention of it reflect positively, negatively, or
neutrally on that other person's work,
For Pete's sake, with the markets for all printed materials
in the United States flooded, any author, editor or publisher
should be happy to be quoted, paraphrased or cited as often as
possible as long as the person(s) doing that quoting, paraphrasing or citing isn't essentially stealing part or all of your work.
(They may be copying your idea for the overall work, but neither
ideas, facts, methods and systems 1th ink Sc7on catalog numbers],
nor mathematics can he copyrighted; that's why there are
hundreds of biographies of Lincoln, and Marilyn Monroe,
Sorry.)
.fo win damages in a copyright infringement lawsuit, an
author or publisher generally would have to win on as many
aspects as possible on all lour criteria: the purpose arid character
oldie copier's use are not allowed under "fair use"; the copyrighted work is still being sold: the copyrighted work involved
creative effort: the copier reprinted a substantial portion) of the
copyrighted kvork ; and the copier damaged the market for the
or
work.
tinder the law, it is very difficult for a philatelist or a
scholar to exceed the limits Of "fair use" and violate copvright
law, whatever' ridiculous limitations publishers tr y to place on
their authors and editors. I lovvever, publishers and their lawyers
don't want you to know that because their ultimate goal is
revenues and lower costs (together resulting in profits),
not -to promote the Progress of Science and usefill Arts" (U.S.
Constitution's clause regarding copyright).
0

Would Courtesy 'rake Care of Legality
(And Other Problems)?
by

Joseph E. Foley

In this issue we have two fine articles on the concept of
"Fair t Jsc." By implication this involves copyright law. I have
to wonder if courtesy would take care of legality. Let one share
t wo rather negative experiences. Both occurred a number of
years ago.
had written an article on Irish Philately for the old
f/K., ,vicrri Stamp Cntlecior. 1 It was a survey article touching
rather lightly on a number of areas. As I continued to study this
field, additional information came to light that was not in that
article. Several months later a friend commented that the article
had been picked up and reprinted in the British Philatelic
Maga:ine. 2 I had no idea that this had been done, While there
was an acknowledgment to the original article. I had not been
contacted. If so, I would not only have been glad to agree to the
reprint, but would have had the opportunity to add the new
infOrmation—a in
opportunity.
For some time the late Jim Chemi, then editor of the
American Philatelist. had been urging me to write an article on
the Irish overprinted issues. It was published in 1975: The
article brought together not only my own studies, but built on
the work of others. There were urine footnotes that acknowledged other works and provided references to more detailed
studies. Indeed, the very first litotnote cited eleven individuals.
Ten years later the article was reprinted in tile WES FPFX
program.' Again, without my knowledge. It was a straight "cutand-paste" copy. All oldie footnotes were deleted, Someone had
meticulously erased all but one of the footnote numbers in the
text. Cutting these acknowledgments erroneously presented this
study as entirely my own work and eliminated a link to additional inlOrm at ion. It was also quite unnecessary. The
WitSTPIA program had more than the equivalent of two full
pages of -white space" labeled -notes."
The point of this is that contact with the author, either
directly or through a publisher, usually results in not only
permission to reprint or extensively quote from the original
source, but also facilitates additional information and cooperation. This may not be necessary in a brief quote or reference,
provided the source is properly cited. I however, if even a brief
quote is key to the author's story development, contact might
still be advisable.
Notes:
lost' ph F. Foley. - A Rini's-eye Picture of Irish Philately„I.
Western Stamp 'ollector. Nov. 26, 1966. 3 & 10.
2. Foley. "A It
Lye View a Irish Postal I fistory,- philatelic
Atugazine. let). 17, 1967, 133, 1 35
37.
3.

I . olev. "Ireland: Distinguishing Among l'he Overprinled Issues,"

4.

.I mericem Philatelist. vol. 89, ME 4, April 1975, 311-316.
Foley, "Ireland: DiNtinguishing Among the Overprinted Issues.il l:gm :A R5. (lian Francisco: Association For Western Phila-

telic LXhibli.1011N, Inc., 1985).18-22.
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Writing is a form of self-flagellation.
11 W/ion: SIvron
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The Layout Style Sheet
by Larry Goldberg
In the first installment' of this series, we discussed the
Mission Statement, a basic statement of the purpose of your
publication that is used to help make sure that your content is in
keeping with the primary objectives of your journal. A second
device that we use is the Layout Style Sheet. Essentially, it
serves the appearance of your publication the same way the
Mission Statement serves the content.
Appearance is a critical factor in developing an overall
identity for your publishing effort. A combination ofcontelit and
presentation (appearance) are the critical factors in your
identity. Neither will support your publication by itself
(although good content can make up tbr poor appearance).
Content and appearance arc the factors seen hy people-, the
combination produces an identity, which is what your
publication seems to be. 1 often believe that people frequently
rely more on their perception of a journal than judging it on its
actual merit.
The style sheet helps aid graphic or visual continuity, The
idea is to provide a consistent format that will ultimately build
reader coin fort and make the publication a resource to which the
reader looks forward to seeing and using. Your Layout Style
Sheet covers two aspects ofyour publication, the format arid the
typographic specification. I have included a sort of worksheet
that you can use for your publication. Bear in mind that the
listing of' factors that you use will vary depending on the design
of your periodical. There may be liictors that you need to
consider that are not included and there may be some that are
included that are not germane.
Being a pragmatist. I view the Layout Style Sheet as just
another one of life's laundry lists, but a very important one.
Included here is a sample oft he layout Style Sheet that I use tOr
GE01?GE VI, a quarterly journal for the KCiV1 specialist.
Explanations of some terms are in italics.
I . AY01.1T STYLE SHEET

Format
Num her of Pages ............................................ *11
Paper Size
II x 17"
Page Size
81/2 x 11"
Paper
70/1 Hammerm ill Color Text
Cover
Body
50/11lammermill Text
Ink Colors
Cover
Pantone 361 Black

-Paritone " is a co/Or SySiC111 USed by most prillierS.
Body
Black
Bleed ........................................................... None
Number of columns .......................................... 4
(over
1
Body
4
Margins
........................................................... 3p
Inside
4p6
Bottom
4p

6

Tile

Outside ..................................................... 3p
Gutter ....................................................... Ip6

Hicastocinen(s are shown in picas. 12
points -I pica, 72 1)01.171S I inch
Text Setting .................................... Ragged right
Files Furnished . „ .......
. Pagemaker 6.5

Adobe Pagemaker page layout program
Scan Resolution
Cover

600 dpi

Body .....................................................300 dpi
Sean Format

'over .............................................. tiff rgb
Body ........................................ tiff grey scale
These are graphic fOrmats fr photographic images.
LIPP - is an acronym jiff lagged-Inia ,te tile Einmat. It is
readable across plat/arms, i.e., by PC' and MA( • alike. TIFF
grey .vcale is simply a TIFF imdc, e in black, grey and white.
1•4.1B - is a mcihod of .specifting color. It is based on the idea
that ihc va.s1 ma/or/It' of thc ..spec/ruin of color can he
rc7)l-esented by in iX117g the pit/Ilea:v . ei)101".5 (red, blue and green,
hence RGB). There is also a . fintr-coh» . model called rillYK
(cyan, magenta, yellow and black). I RUB /or a number of
reasons:
1. 11G1? flies are smaller than files using other color
models.
1
do a het terjob of displaying Win Whit 's why
2. ,-Al. .011i.ors
web
pages use RUB).
many
3, The RG13 color model provides a larger color
spectrum than Ckll'IS and other color models.
—

Typography
Ileadlines
Leadin
„ „
AvantGarde [sold 12/14.4
Major Articles
AvantGarde Bold 24/28.8
B y line ....................... AvantGarcle Bold 12/1,1.1
Subhead ....................... AvantGarde Demi 10/12
Text ............................. limes New Roman 10/12
Head ............ Times New Roman Bold 10/12
l'ext ....................... Times New Roman 10/12
Captions................... Times New Roman Ind 10/12
13ibliographic
References ................. Times New Roman 8/9

The if rs t dig it is t h e s i=e al the t ype. ////' nen IS the SPae oig
b
y
(leading), Oth in paints. Thus. 10/12 is ten point t pe with
Iwo points of space between lines. Ow paint 0 013s9".
(it ill)FLINES FOR SUBMISSIONS
I also send i:tuthors and potential autliors a "Guidelines 1br
Submissions - that should be useful, I Iowe y er, a caveat is in
order. 1 always send giiidclincs, hut rarely has anyone t011owed
them completely. Unfortunatel y , it is difficult to enforce thein
strictly because the submission is generally someone doi4 the
editor a favor. Until then a wish list. I long !Or the day that I
can get a little fussy.
It's

reproduced on the t011owing page.
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Articles
1.

3.
4.
5.

From the Top of the l'ile

Our text style allows approximately 500 words per page.
Please try to provide text in increments of 250 words.
Cheek grammar, spelling, punctuation and figures for
accuracy. We use the WA 1 Iiindbiwk
!filters of
Research l'apers 2 as a st y le manual.
Write a suggested headline for your article as you would
like to see it in print.
I 70 not submit part or a story. Complete it in all respects
before submitting it.
The deadline for articles is the I Stir of the month preceding, the month of publication.
Issue

Month Issued

to the Circular File
by

Negatives:
I. Content, tone. and length of' the article suggest that the
author has never read, or even seen, The American PhilaieUAL

Winter
lfecember
Spring ................................................... March
Summer ..................................................... June
Fail ................................................... September
6.
7.

Include all photos and artwork.
Submit article on disk along with a printout OR send it as
an attachment to an email. In either case, please identify
the word processing software that you used. Be sure to
keep a copy for your own tiles.
II you do not use a computer. please submit a doublespaced typewritten manuscript. Avoid the use of underscores.

3.

4.

5.

Illustrations & Photographs
Whenever possible, plan on providing a photo, table or
illustration that will occupy approximately Vt page for each
t wo pages (+ 1,000 words) of text,
?. a, When submitting photographs, please furnish a print
4x5" or larger.
h. When submitting, photos on disk, please save II_tem 111 a
till' format at 600 dpi.
you would like us to scan material for you. please send
via registered mail. Normally, WC will scan and return
anything you send us within twenty-four hours. Please
query before sending. as we might already have the stamp
and/or the scan.
4. Photos should he submitted with your original manuscript.
Notes:
I
Larry tioldherg. " the Mission Statement." The Philatelic

Communicator, vol. 35. no. 2 (Second Quarter 2001). I 8„. 3.
.1. (iihaldi, MLA Harulhooklar Writers of Research papcm.
5th ed., (New York Modem Language Association of
America, 1999).
arr y (ioldher )!„ k editor/publisher of George I . / and editor or
l'recancelel Canada. I he newsletter of the It NAPS Preeancel Study
Group. tie is also the author and pubiisher ot ta/k/and
Dependencies: /946 thick Map Issue, the new Post Otlice Identification I tandhook series. and the soon-to-be pilhlished tootio ,12.raph: 1946
Commonwealth l'ictory Issue: Parliament Puddings Design.
0
I write for myself andstrangers. The strangers, dear Readers,
are an afterthought.
- Gertrude Siein

Welch

At our editor's invitation, I herewith offer some of "the
attributes, both positive and negative," that I consider in
deciding whether to publish an article in The American Philatelist There are others; I am not sharing each and every ingredient in my secret formula.

The subject is one of the well-beaten dead horses of philately, e.g., the Apocalypse is right around the corner because
of something the U.S. Postal Service has/hasn't done with
its stamp prorram.
The article has alread y appeared in one or more specialized
journals, whose readers represent 97 percent of those
interested in the highly specialized subject.
The article is excessively specialized, i.e., too narrowly
fOcused, for our highly diversified readership and has no
value as an exemplum,
The "author" sends a brief note on how the magazine staff
can turn his bright idea and a bag of parts
clippings,
photocopies, maps, stamps, and charts
into an article.

Positives:

.

3.

4.
5.

Article shows the adventures into which stamps can lead us
and the lint that ensues therefrom.
Article sheds light on a misunderstood, tinder-appreciated,
and/or simply surprising subject.
Grat n mar, spelling, absence of typos. and correct pl i atel ic
references suggest the author has had prior contact with the
language, and with the Scott catalogue.
Author writes in the active voice, in conversational style.
Author places philatelic subject in a real 'world context.

Editor's Note Bill Welch recently retired from a distinguished
career as editor of The American Philatelist and The Philatelic
Literature Review. We hope to follow this article with similar
ones from other editors.
L.I

W1130 Doubly Praised
The October I I, 200 I issue of Linn 's noted on page 11 our
recent election results under the subject "Writers Unit No. 30 reelects incumbents," On page 43 ()Utile same issue we have the
same story under "Writers Unit No. 30 elects officers."
In all fairness, let's admit that Linn 's very seldom makes
such a mistake and your editor wishes he had their knack ()I'
effective proofreading.

You never have to change anything you got up in the middle of
the night to write,
--Saul &Wolf
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If They've Got It, Swipe It
b

y

Barth I kaley

The recent kerfulfie over whether images in auction
catalogues are proprietary causes your average
general-assignment journalist to giggle. Reporters are constantly
borrowing hot tips, data. quotes, background, you-name-it than
other sources. It's not called plagiarism; it's called research.
13ut there are rules, and if you do not know and follow the
rules, you'll get burned. You may not get sued, but you can
suffer some harsh -- or at least embarrassing -- consequences.
To a large extent, the greatest encouragement to use other
sources is The Associated Press. The A.P. is a vast cooperative
whose members include every conceivable type of news outlet,
spread over dozens of countries. I've seen estimates that up to
80 percent of ALL news received by the American public
ultimately conies from the A.P., giving the news editors there a
truly remarkable (but largely unnoticed) control over what we
know about our governments, the military, the health system,
the education system, the world.
Members of the cooperative agree to permit the A.P. to
circulate news generated by each member. This network is what
gives the A. P. its aura of omnipresence. Somewhere, on the
state wires, you can find all the news of local politics or county
school boards that interest you. The A.P., of course, does not
send sta ff reporters to all these venues; the agencies' editors just
pick up, usually without attribution, news reports from local
papers. (Reuters arid Ag,ence France-Presse, the other large
agencies in the United States, have similar, much smaller
networks.)
This works, of course, in the other direction: A.P. members
can use the agency's reports, usually with attribution, without
fuss. But there is no routine way for a member picking up an
item from the agency to know its true origin,
This habit of mind -- using the At. without thought of
payment per item or concern about copyright -- has led
journalists to crib from , many other sources, especially local
papers.
This is extremely dangerous, whether for
general-assignment reporters or writers and editors in the stamp
dodge. In fact, it may well be more dangerous for stamp writers
because they often deal with events of long ago kir which
primary sources are lacking or very hard to come by. There are
entire swatches of postal history, for example, where later
writers must rely on secondary sources: rate tables, flight and
train schedules, printing data.
So, beyond the legal niceties of copyright, the .journalistic
rules about using material from other media are pretty basic!
I. Never use facts that you should take the trouble to
trace to primary sources. My experience, for example,
has been that the United States Postal Service arid
State Department libraries, while somewhat
disorganized, have willing aides who will go to quite
a hit of trouble to fish out docoments.
2_ If you do use others' data because you need it and
cannot find original sources, quote it verbatim and give
8

full attribution. Most fair-use statutes permit limited
verbatim use of others' material, up to 600 words, for
example, for a book review, Most of these secondary
sources like the publicity.
3. lIne issue of images has created the most trouble;
I'll leave more lawyerly types to discuss it in detail.
But again, if the images are being used in a respect till
way, my common sense does not see a problem. A
photo of Marilyn Monroe used small and in black and
white would, I should think, lead sortie readers to buy
better copyrighted repr(xluct ions from her estate. The
use of a cover illustrated in an auction catalogue serves
as publicity for the auction house. And aren't such
i mages in the public domain? The Paris Municipal
Council cannot copyright images of the Eiffel Tower
the photographers can, perhaps, but not the "owner" of
the object pictured. I'd be interested in hearing from
the lawyers on this point.
Thus, borrowing is not sin: making your presentation look
like original research is the sin. Credit where credit is due, And
if the secondary source was wrong, and you are called on it, you
can properly attribute the error to that source if you have
attributed the original use ofthe data there. Be thorough, but he
candid. Your readers will appreciate it,

LITERATURE RA)(; ING COM M ITTEE
UPDATE
by Alan Warren

The literature judging committee is revamping the chapter
in the fourth edition of the Manual of Philawlic
How
Exhibits are Judged, tinder
consideration are separate classes for auction catalogs, and
separate categories for society jour:ials based on the number ()1'
members.
The committee is also looking into a point system thr the
various categories of literature, spread among three in
aspects of writing and publishing-for example the philatelic
aspect, the authorship, and the editing/publishing aspect.
•
lire committee consists of Alan Warren, Pat Stilwell
Walker, Barth Ilealy and Ken . 1rettin.
1I

NORMAN GRUENZNER RECEIVES
MILITARY LITERATURE AWARD
Norman Gruenzner was named author ofthe best article in
theyear 2000 issues of the Military Postal Iiiston , SocielY
Gruenzner was recognized for his article -The Korean
War, 1950 to 1953" that appeared in the summer issue, vol. 39,
number 3 of the society- s journal. I le describes the handling of
mail during the war and illustrates several pieces of military
mail, including a cover posted July 19. I 950, the day after free
mail was authorized for serviceme .1 in Korea.
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$s 1 $s and more Ss
I); Joe l'Oley

At STA MPSHOW in Chicago the quest for donations,
contributions. funding , call it what you may--was much in
evidence.
Washington 2006 had a well-prepared press conference and
package, Included was a glossy pamphlet outlining various
levels ranging from $25.00 liar a simple membership to
$25.000.00 for an lionorarv 'hair and several intermediate
levels. From the published budget, it appears that just under
$500,000.00 is being solicited in donations.
The American Philatelic Society is seeking fimds for the
Match Factory project. While tax-exempt bonds that may total
un to $8,000,000.00 have been authorized by the Boards of the
APS and A PRI„ $1,500,000.00 through contributions are also
sought. Ironically, the requested donations also range from
$25.00 ( Donor) to $25,000.00 (Larnplixiner's Cluh).
The Arizona Philatelic Rangers announced a timd drive, at
the Rangers' Dinner in Chicago, to raise $65,000.00 for a
computer-related project to he used in the very worthwhile youth
activity projects of the Postal History Foundation.
Meanwhile, the Collectors Club in New York has recently
completed an extensive and much needed renovation of its
clubhouse. A Millennium Drive was initiated to rebuild their
financial struct urc.
LJnliart unately, all of these drives are occurring
simultaneously. They are, in effect, competing with each other.
This was brought home when an organizer of one commented
that one of the others only had to receive $X from each of their
Members and they would meet their goal, while they had a more
difficult challenge. The history (tf"philatelic giving" in
not
support the $X from each member theory but that's another
story
Equally unliwtunate, in a perverse sort of way, is the fact
that all these undertakings are truly worthwhile. If a collector
feels closer to one group, that organization will most likely
benefit, but for many of us, they are all important. There is,
however, hill a finite number of stamp collectors that are able
and willing to make truly significant contributions. That "pie will now have to serve fOur.
That was the situation on September 10'. Many things
changed on the next day a day of despicable inhumanity.
Priorities quite properly sh i lied. Many i nth victuals and organ izat i ons have been donating to the victims of these horrible events.
A small stamp group that I belong to recently contributed $100.
A modest sum, but one-third of their treasury. Another is
making a !bur-figure donation. Additionally, many have.
concerns about. what 1 think we may kindly term, the uncertainty of smite financial markets.
All of this points to a need to reexamine the planning
assumptions made in these various ventures. Some may still be
valid, Others may require modification,
It may well be time to reconsider some alternate means of
raising hinds that we have tended to shy away from, For
example, in ninny parts of the world, semi-postal stamps are a

Me Philatelic Communictuor,

painless arid appropriate way of raising funds for a number of'
worthy causes, including philately. 'Frue, this can be abused, but
if done in reasonable moderation, the good far outweighs any
possible harm. Indeed, looking at the emissions of the LISPS
over the past fitly years, Many are sem i-postal in everything but
name—with all of the proceeds for those stamps that never see
postal duty, going to the government. Isn't if about time for at
least some postal paper to benefit our hobby directly'?
So far, Washington 2006 has shied away from the concept
°fa guarantee fund. Apparently the financial disaster of Pacific
97 is the reason. Yet the guarantee hind was not the cause of the
problem with Pacific 97. It was the other way around. The inept
financial management of Pacific 97 caused the problem with the
guarantee fund. This type of approach has served all of our
international exhibitions, where it was used, before '97, quite
satisfactorily.
['hose responding to such a fund put up ha If of their pledge
at the outset, which was returned at the end if everything went
well, and prior to 1997, everything went very well. If things did
not go well, as happened in '97, the other half was called in. I
don't think the in
of 1997 are going to be repeated in
2006. However, by walking away from a guarantee fund, the
organizers of Washington 2006 are, in effect, asking us to have
more confidence in their abilities than perhaps they have
themselves are showing. A bit harsh, perhaps. hut not without
merit.
So we have competition for available funds, changing
overall conditions, a need for reexamination of many aspects of
what we are about and goals and ohjeCtiVeS Still to be met.

n

Literature Exhibition Calendar
Coordinators of Literature Fxhibitions are encouraged to submit full
information, including a prospectus, for these listings. Plense contact the
editor well in advance of the closing date for entries.

Novem r 16- I tt, 2001
CHICAOOPEX 2001, Donald E. Stephens Convention Center
(formerly Rosemont Convention ('enter) 5555 North River
Road, Rosemont, Ill_ Entries have closed. Two new categories
are: major articles (at least 2,000 words) and auction catalogs.
For prospectus applications & hotel reservation cards contact
John Kevin Doyle, 5815 Lenox Road, lisle. IL 60532-3138 or
e-mail: tioyle-stampsWatt.net ., or Website www. ehicagopex.
cum.
February 15-17, 2002
COL( )1)1A, Columbus, Ohio.

August 15-14, 2002
A. P.S. STA WSI )W, Atlantic City, NJ. For information contact
Ken Martin, APS, Box SM, State College, PA 16803, phone
814 237-3803, fax 814 237-6128, e-mail: kpmarlin

(kstamps.org
4-6, 2002
SESCAI„ 1,os Angeles, Calif

October
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Writers Breakfast at STAMPSHOW in Chicago
A near record breaking group of writers, editors, publishers
and those just interested, gathered at the Ilya!! Regency 01 fare
on Sunday morning, August 26' Inr our Writers Break lust. The
officers and council members were introduced by president
Dane Claussen who chaired the meeting.
There was the usual drawing for door prizes followed by the
presentation of awards tbr the STAMPSHOW Literature
Competition. Jury chair Jim Cowie introduced the other
literature judges and together with Dane announced the
winners_
Inducted into the Writers' !fall of Fame by the [fall of Fame
COMM ittee, chaired by John 1 fotchner, was Calvet I Jahn. Tlw
t011owing citation follows this report.
The featured speaker at the break fitst was Peter Martin who
recently took over the reins at the American Philatclist and the
Philatelic Literature Review. Following is an abstract ofthe talk
provided by Peter:
The American Philatelist
We're investigating a number of changes that will make the
magazine even more interesting and easier to read, but before
we make any major moves we want 10 provide an opportunity
for AP readers to have their say. So, in the November issue,
we'll include a readership survey that allows m em bers to tell us
what they like, what they don't like and what they want inure ot.
lere are some AP areas under review. We plan to add more
articles and columns to provide more variety and more content
u5
in each issue. liecause more than 80 percent of Al
members
collect LS material. we'll aim for a U.S, to tOreign article mix
of at least 50 percent. We currently have an enviable article
backlog of about 18 months, hut most of the articles are related
to foreign material so I have been on the phone soliciting
articles related to [1.5. stamps. covers and ephemera. Now is the
ti me fOr anyone with a good, previously unpublished,
manuscript related to a U.S. subject to submit it to the AP.
The .1? will continue to have the best authors and the best
articles anywhere. Many will take a scholarly approach, hut we
plan to offer something for almost everyone in each issue. We
do not plan to run issues where only a couple of articles make
up the whole magazine.. lo accom modal,: longer article subjects,
we plan to serialize them or to introduce them in the magazine
and provide a monograph With the complete story, For sonic
subjects, we may serialize them in the magazine and combine
the articles into a monograph.
One change readers will notice mole quickl y than others is
our handling of book reviews. They'll continue to lind listings
of new books along with ordering information in the Al', plus
we'll feature a book oldie month, but all other traditional book
reviews will be moved to Phihne/k Literature RcTiew. It's part
of our plan to reinvigorate that publication and give it a niche
and expand its reach. Another change will be a reduction in the
number of letters to the editor that appear in each issue. There
will still be lots of reader input but most issues will see a
reduction of 30 to 50 percent in the number of' letters in order
that we can add more feature articles.

1. 0

Philatelic . Literature Review
With a current subscriber base of about 2,100, the PLR
needs a jUMPSM Fverything about the PLR is under review. I
believe the niche For PLR is book reviews, bibliography,
biography, necrology and indexes. It serves the APRL, the
serious researcher and those who would like to become one.
Atka ion reviews are also under consideration. Auctions are an
under served area that could help boost interest. We are also
examining whether changing the magazine format would lead
to significant cost savings. If any changes are made they will
begin with the 1C,W2002 issue. We plan a readership survey for
the 4Q/2001 issue to determine reader preferences. Well add
columns/features based upon these results.

AP Monographs
The monograph concept is an extension of the magazine
that will offer scholarly subjects featured separately. This is part
°four educational mandate and a concept that I believe will add
tremendously to ph ilatel ic knmowledgeand research. • Ihe primary
focus will be on specialized DS, manuscripts of Inn pages or
less. The added benefit to monographs is that they maximize
production t ime when they are run in part in the Al' arid they
allow us to feature in-depth, subjects that would have to be
serialized because of length. Four RI on offaph ,, per 'ear are
envisioned. The (1.S. t.ireat American Series by Stephen Fsrati,
planned for a December release, will he the first in the series.
AS Books

We're al so reinvigorat ing our book publishing, operation so
that authors can have their work, from short article to
full-length book featured by the AI'S. Over the years, the APS
has produced a number of books of varying content, sizes and
quality. Recently, book publishing has been dormant. I plan to
encourage author submissions for an APS book line. Rook
subjects will he primarily United States in orientation with
long-term reference value. Some may he joint issues with
affiliated societies who don't have the resources to do a
professional job or who would gain Irom the exposure offered by
the APS. The APS Guide to Philatelic EV Marini tig is
scheduled for 2002.

Style, Style, Style
The AI'S will sponsor a Seminar on Philatelic Style on
Saturday, June 22, 2002, just betbre the APS Summer Seminar.
'Hie one-day seminar will include presentations and discussions
about philatelic style and usag,e with the goal of producing a
style guide that can be used as a reference by all philatelic
writers and editors,
Is it airmail or air mail; banknote or bank note; online or
IJSPS or U.S.P.S.; India Scott C I 1-12 or India Scott
CI I -C12; Citizen's Stamp Advisor y Committee or Citizens'
Stamp Advisory Committee? What copyright rules apply;
what's fair usage; how should ligure numbers, captions, photo
credits. Web addresses and references he handled? When do you
use pane or sheet; surcharge or overprint? That's the type of
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questions 14 which this style guide will provide the answers.
All writers and editors are invited to participate. Those
unable to attend can submit style COM merits, questions or
problems to me hy email at: imiartia1(4),stamps.org or by mail
at P.O. Box 8003, State ('alle g e, PA 10803. Watch the

American Philatelist and Philatelic ('otunittnicalor lOr details.
Participants may also wish to stay for the June 23-27
Summer Seminar "1 low to Get Published" course taught b y Rob
Nester.
Calvet M. Hahn
The usual practice of the Hall of Fame Committee is to
prepare a citation that describes the contributions made by the
new I tall ot fame member. However, because Calvet M. 1 lahn's
statements about himself so appropriately capture s attention
at
to accuracy and completeness, as well as his sense of humor,
allow us to liherally quote Cal himself:
tahn \vela to 16 SChools belbre ;mending Yale tOr his
undergraduate work ;Ind 1 Ian, ant It Iltilness School or his
master s. 1k is apparently collegv graduate or two
.
01 111CSC11001s. a onc-room schoolhouse in New Jersey and an
agricultural school on I ,akc huario nor II of Syracuse hi the
STIM%
R d I, le has lived [rum Florida to Massachusetts on
the last Coast and in Illinois and Missouri in the Midwest.
Following college he spent over a decade in the fixrd
industry, emling up as research director of a group of
publications dealing with chain stores. I le spent several
licoAeen in the newspaper industry. consulting and
sets tag as research director or Maiden form. before tak inc, the
post of profit improvement director olCIIS records.
he spent a dc eaue as a financial analyst with l'exaco before
establishing. his 01 1.11 bliSillCSS. I 1&.11 Marketing. N t.hiCh he
y
runs toda . Ills major limoirms in this operation include
serving as auction agent in addition to doing research and
writing in the philatelic field.
Mr. Hahn is a third-gencrat ion stamp collector, with one

grandfather having been a serious collector prior to World War
I. Ilis father, brother, and brother-in-law were all collectors as
are various nephews and nephews in law as well as some of
their children, so that it is a five-generation philatelic family.
lahn began collecting around six or seven and expertizing at
about ten. at which time he discovered his father was converting
perforated Washington-Franklin stamps into imperlbrates.
I le lid lowed the usual pattern or general collection and
Men specializing in the U.S. prior to college. I le sold his
collect jon to help finance grad school :aid decided to
engage in a cheaper collecting area Ncw York Si ale
stanipIcss covers, In one of his 14orst economic analyses. he
concluded that as the old Konwiser stamplcss cover camlou,
.
lisled all Nt %% York stampless covers at about $61000. he
could probably olaain examples of most postmarks in the
beld tOr around 1;30,000. Current lv his New York stampless
collccton CA all priseN over 50.000 covers and they do not come
at SI each!
i
V r
Ile WiL' it e y private collector until about 1970 at
hich point he began io publish.' As Cal puts it. 'I lis
published bibliography comprises eight single spaced
.
pages --or more than 200 major indexed articles.11i s articles
retlect his interest in philatelic research and postal history.
partieulark in the areas or colonial and contederaton era
posts. locals and carriers. the 18 . 17 and 1869 issues. the

Black Jack and the National Itanknote Co. issues. 1 lc has
also written important articles in the cross-border,
I ransatlantic. steamboat_ Confederate and Western cover
area. us well as the history or collecting.. 11C has received
hest article awards From the ( 'allectors (lab Philatelist and
NPA Journal among others, Ile has also been honored with
the Perry Cup, Wunsch 1869 award and the Classics
Society's Neinken :mart': and was last year's winner of the
AFS's I nflAward fOr philatelic research. Cal also has been
an editor of several journals, in orlicer or numerous
societies, and an expertizer, atrium ,. his extensive philatelic
activities.
0

Varro E. Tyler 1926-2001
Van, E. "Tip" Tyler, intermit tonally recognized authority
on both philatelic forgeries and herbal medicines, died at the
age 471 on August 22, 200 I , in I .atayette, Indiana, Born
Auburn, Nebraska, he gradualed in pharmacy from the
University of Nebraska, and received a Ph.D. from the
University of Connec:tieut.
Dr. Tyler served as dean of Purdue I lniversity school of
pharmacy f or twenty years, and as vice president br academic
affairs at Purdue for an additional five years. Ile was elected as
the first president of the American Society of Pharinacognosy,
and president of the American Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy, the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education,
and the American Institute of the I listory of Pharmacy.
Ills initial interest in the postage stamps of Japan led him
to serve eight years as chairman at the expert izing COMIllit tee of'
the International Societ y or Japanese Philately : . I lis philatelic
pursuits expanded to include forgeries (Wall countries, serving
as chairman of the American IThilatvdic Society's committee on
fakes and forgeries, and lecturing annually on the subject at the
A. P.S. Summer Seminars on Philately. Among his books on the
subject is his FOCUN an For,gerics; one of his last philatelic
articles appears in the September 2001 issue of Scott ,S.tainp
Moruhlv.
Dr. Tyler was equally well known for his extensive studies
and educational ettbrts in the field of herbal medicine. Ile was
the author of more than 270 publications, including three
popular books: lioosier Home Remedies, The Honest Herbal,
and Herbs of . Choice. i-te frequently appeared on television and
.,t dio talk shows, and was quoted extensively by the lay press,
In recent years, he wrote a column on herbal remedies for
Prevention Ahiga::ine.
A memorial service was held August 25 in West Lafayette,
Indiana, Memorials to Purdue I Jitiversity school of pharmacy
or Convent Presbyterian Church in Lafayette, Indiana,
George Grillenhagen

Digital-13ook Rights
1\ii'W York Times reported in a story dated July 12, 2001

that a lederal judge in New York ruled that the term "book" in
book contracts does not automaticall y include electronic books.
At this writing, the article was still available on The New York
1 .uncs on the Web at I tp://pa rtne rs.nyti mes.com/2001 /07/ 12/

technology/ebusiness/121300K.htnirtodaysheadlines.
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A Changing of the Guard
Excerpted from AL'S Press Releases

1311.1. MAKI!

LEI
From Ben Floyd: Could you please consider running an article
on "Self-syndication - in a future issue of The Philatelic'
Communicator? I was thinking in terms of the non-philatelic
press.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Editor's Note: We'd be happy to run such an article---do I hear
a volunteer to write one?

From Bob Rawlins: I read with fascination in the April 2001
Philatelic Lrhibitor an article by Janet King outlining the six,
count 'cm, six divisions now available fiir philatelic exhibits.
Everything from the most traditional to exhibits of non philatelic items can now be exhibited in Al'S shows.
Janet noted that "Judges will face new challenges. Judges
will have to learn the basics of judging exhibits in new divisions, as well as the new criteria fir Display exhibits. It won't
be easy, but I'm confident our corps of nationally accredited
judges is up to this challenge."
Is our corps of nationally accredited literature judges ready
for the challenge of judging different classes of philatelic
literature by separate rules? Will our nationally accredited
committee looking into the matter be up to the challenge of
actually establishing separate judging criteria Int- different
categories olphilatelic literature breaking ranks with F1P in this
regard? Will we finally or ever break the mold of one size fits
all?
It would be nice to have an article in TPC on what progress,
if any, is being achieved.
Editor's Note: See the update on page 8 in this issue.

and an e-mail sparp -from eBay:
"Subj

Stamps Have a New Home!
Date.
4/13/01 350:48 PM Eastern Daylight Time
:
From marketing@welcome ebay com (eBay Marketing)
Reply-to: marketing@welcome.ebay.com (eBay Marketing)
To jfoley4197@aoLoOrn
Stamps Have a New Home!
Go to eBay.
Go to eBay Stamps

Fantastic Finds for

Philatesists!!! [sic.]

Great news! Were evanding eBay's Stamps Category to bring you new
information, special promotions and services to make buying and selling

easier arid even rn0re enjoyable,. "
Oh well, it' they can't spell it, they can just call us stamp
collectors!

Journalism is the ability to meet the challenge of filling space.

Rebecca West
12

Bill Welch retired on June 22 from his posts as editor of
Philatelist and Philatelic: Literature Review.
Welch, who has held the posts for nearly sixteen years, is
stepping down due to health reasons. He is recovering from a
near final case of' septic double pneumonia. Welch said "I will
miss dealing with authors, readers, and the APS staff M Cillhers
who help to make these editorial positions the hest jobs in the
hobby,"
At CAPFX 96, the American Philatelist became the first
periodical ever to win a gold medal at a full El P show. PLR is
unique in combining coverage of' the literature scene with
publication of' important indexes and bibliographies.
Welch, fitty-n inc. joined the APS staff . .li me 17. 1985, with
more than t wenty years experience in publishing. Formerly, he
was executive editor and general manager of the Cellire Daily
limes, a Knight Ridder newspaper in State College. I le began
his career as a general assignment reporter- in 1964. Following
graduation from the Pennsylvania State University with a degree
in English.
111C A MeriCall

PETER MARTIN
Peter Martin has been rtalll ed editor of the AP and PLR.
Martin, who was the AL'S Director of Development, will wear
three hats as he will continue to perform his Development
duties. He was already on the APS staff and had a proven track
record with four record-setting years at Scott Stamp Monthly.
Ile was the Capital correspondent for Stamp ( 'ollector and
Stamp YVholcsaler fronl 1993-1995 and has also edited several
society journals. His articles have appeared in most major
philatelic publications, lk has received awards for writing and
editing. Mart in also has a strong background with non philatelic
publications, including a stint as an editor of'Soldiers, an Army
magazine.

IRISH GROUP DONATES
S1,000 TO NEW YORK RELIEF
The Eire Philatelic Association (EPA) has donated
$1,000.00 to The New York Police Inc
r Widows' (K. Children's Benefit Fund, The EPA, now in its fifty-first year, caters
to the interests of collectors of the stamps and postal history of
Ireland.
Mindful of' the long association of those of' Irish ancestry
with the New York police and tire departments and awed hy the
gallantry of those that risked and gave their lives to aid their
fellow citizens, the Association decided to do what it could to
aid the families of those that died so valiantly,
The New York Police and Eire Widows' and Children's
Benefit Fund, established in 1985, is a nonprofit organization
that assists the families of fallen New York City firefighters and
police officers. The Fund provides funds to families at the time
of a death to help with immediate expenses. In addition, the
benefit fund distributes an annual check to each ()nil e surviving
For more information visit their official Website at
http://www.nypfwc.org/
The Fire Philatelic Association was founded in 195(1.
Membership information may be obtained from the Secretary,
Myron I fill Ill, P.O. Box 1210, College Park, MI) 20741, The
EPA's Website is http://www.Firci'hilatelicAssoe.org/
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R E VIEWS
NOTE: Material for review may be sent to the editor at the addreSs noted on
the inside front cover. Reviews are also welcomed from others. Reviews
from those having an interest in the item such as publishers, distributors.
etc., roust include a copy of the publication with the review [which, on
request. we will return]. Philatelic Communicator reviews should be concise
g
and stress those aspects that are helpful examples (pes: iven( negative) for
other authors, editors and publishers.

The Locally Registered and Foreign Services of British
Asia, by Charles Entwistle. Published by Chavril Press,
Abernethy, Perth, Scotland, 2001, softcover, 24 pages, AS
fin-mat, Price LIK16.50 plus £2.00 lustage, or USS9.50 plus
S3.00 itostage, available from Ken Sanford, 12 Chemin des
Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue ((:E), Switzerland.
Fifth in the series of txxik lets on wart imeairmail routes and
companies from this publisher. The book covers the Middle East
& Far East. The locally registered companies comprise Indian
National Airways, Indian Trans-Continental Airways (which
was originally 1(r/o owned by Imperial Airways). BOAC,
Qantas. Other airlines merit ioned are CNAC, Misr Artwork, Air
France, K M, KNII,M & Pan American World Airways_ It
includes a summary of civil air services by country and six
NC es of postal history notes. A very useful book fin- the
collector of WW 2 airnm i Is.
A.C17

The "Sun" Collection of Red Revenue Surcharges of China,
M97 (auction catalog), Ilarvey I. Bennett, editor, Matthew
Bennett Inc., 601 Washington Ave., Baltimore, MD 21204,
2001, 106 pages, WA lc 101/4", hard cover, profusely illustrated in color, no ISBN.
The consideration of auction catalogs as literature is
perhaps subject to some debate. Whatever the outcome of such
a debate, this particular catalog is a reference work of last nip.
value.
It begins with a concise account of Ore issue, its background

and variations. This is followed by a chart illustrating the
surcharging sequence, Commentaries beyond that usually
encountered in an auction catalog arc provided for most lots.
Provenance for in
of the material is noted.
The quality of the color illustrations is nothing less than
outstanding. Paper and printing are of equal caliber.
.1EF
first Cachets Revisited: 1 Review First Cachets Revisited,
seventh edition, Richard Monty editor, Wendy Doyle, Mark
Goodson and Norman Elrod, MaxiMedia, Inc., 600 I harvest
Court, Bel Air, MD 21(114, 2001, S39•95 postpaid in the U.S.
TIR! First Cachets project moves along with this latest

(seventh) edition. Author Dick Monty has spearheaded this
venture fOr many years now and promises that an illustrated
catalog of first cachets will appear one of these days. In the
tneantinIC, collectors need these checklists, and the latest edition
appears a year and a half since the Oth edition. The catalog
identifies the first cachet made by the fitmous as well as
not-so-Famous eachetinakers from the classics of the 1920s to
date. Although updates to these catalogs occur regularly in First
Dur.s. , the journal of the American First I )ay Cover Society, it is
useful to have these editions of the entire catalog that put the
updates into the database for easier refer enCe. The format of the
latest edition is the same as the earlier ones. The first oldie two
sections is an alphabetical listing; of caehetmakers, increased to
20 I pages from I 9ti in the last version. The second section is
the listing by Scott catalog number, and that has been increased
from 168 pages to 171. Considering that each page has about 40
entries, the increased number of pages reflects the extensive
additions to the listings, However, more important is the tact
that the latest edition carries corrections to the previous one.
Due to the volume of material now in the database, electronic
versions arc not available, the print version, which is 3-hole
Punched for easy binding, can be obtained directly from the
publisher (address above).

Alan Warren
The Reform of the POW Office in the Victorian Era and its
Impact on Economic and Social Activity edited by Gavin
Fryer FRPSL and Clive Akerman FRPSL, The Royal
Philatelic Society London, 41 Devonshire Place, London
WIN I PE, 2000, volume I Ivii + 630 pages, volume II vi +674
pages, 11V7 x 81/4", hard-bound, profusely illustrated including 40 color plates, maps, indices, glossary, biographies,
bibliographies, 50 (1135 to members of the RPSL) +
postage and insurance (L28.95 without insurance), ISBN 09110631-46-5 (the two volume set), 0-900631-36-8 (volume I)
& 0-9110631-41-4 (volume 10.
The sobt it le Documentar y History 1837 to 1864 hosed on
's Journal and Anciliwy Papers With GIOSSag,
Sir Rmsland
CriMplehi'llSiVe
is an apt preview of
Bibh0V-aphy
what is to folloIN . This set of hooks establishes a high standard
for future editors and publishers or extensive historical postal
records and transcripts.
Sonic may recall Robson I.owe's serialization of I lill's
Journal in Il k , Philatelist and Postal historian and continued
in The Great Ilritain Philatelist While it was fascinating, it was
somewhat tedious with such a small portion in each issue. Here
we IRA only have it in its entirety, hut much more.
The Editorial Introduction provides the geneses of I till's
Journal as well as this publication, some observations on
Rowland Ili!! and acknowledgments. Following this is a thirtyfive page I listorical Introduction. Included here is a comprehensive account of Hill's background, contemporary conditions in
general with emphasis on the overall reform movement, and the
circumstances leading, up to and hillowing postal relbrin. A
candid reading of this will greatly enhance the understanding
of what li)llows.
The first chapter is I lilt's Post Office Re/hem pamphlet of
18:37. This is t011owed 1-)N, , the ./ournal. For the most part, each
chapter contains a year ofthe.lournal. At the beginning of each
chapter is a brief boxed note titled -Also in 18 - -" noting other
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events of the year and provides a hit or perspective. Interspersed
throughout the Journal is a profusion of appropriate illustrations. This section ofh63 pages is the hulk of the work and
carries through to the second volume. Layout is clear and easy
to Ibllow.
Iii the Editorial Introduction, the editors comment that "Al
one point the projected Appendices threatened to overshadow
the primary subject-matter." At 593 pages it was a near thing.
However. it is the readers' great good rorttme that the editors
persevered in providing this very useful array of in limitation.
Not only do the appendices enhance the basic material, they
provide an extensive array of material in their own right.
Organized into sections that follow Hill's career, they contain
published material, correspondence and reports. A Glossary that
greatly aids the understanding of the terms used in the Journal,
particularly, as the editors point out, where usage has changed
over the years. Next is a selection of biographies, beginning
with Rowland I lill and continuing with others involved in the
Government, the Post Otliee and its reti)rm. 'Ihis is followed by
a comprehensive bibliography. A complex work of this nature,
particularly one where much is set forth chronologically,
requires a strong index and this is provided. There are three
main indices: Index to People (further subdivided into appropriate sections), Index to Places (grouped by nation or area) and
a Cieneral Index, .f he indices comprise sixty-nine pages.
Something this extensive is hound to have a few typos. An
obvious one is 1851 given as the date Robson Lowe presented
the Jour/till to the Post Unice (p. x iv). In the main, the volumes
appeared to be refreshingly tree of significant problems of this
nature.
The illustrations add not only to the aesthetic quality oldie
work, hut to its utility and understanding as well. They are of
high quality throughout, with a few exceptions where the
original material may not have weathered the years all that well.
The color plates are extraordinary and the philatelic material
chosen for illustration is of the first order.
Externalities of the books are excellent. I hits is a reference
that will stand for as long as there are people interested in the
history of the post and MI hobby. I however, true to the adage
that "one man's meal is another - s poison" -- when showing
these books to a philatelic librarian, the comment was "very nice
illustrations, but really too much intiimation." Well
..

The Parcel Past Stamps q . the Ivory Coast, by David L.
Ilerendeen, published by the author, 1641-D 237th Street,
Harbor City, CA 97010, 2001, viii + 142 pp., 7 x 10", perfect
bound, card cover, numerous illustrations and tables. S24.95
postpaid (inquire for foreign rates), ISBN 0-9708234-0-1
In this elegantly devised lour de fbree, Dave I Ierendeen has
produced what surely must be—and perhaps for all time --the
definitive study of what at first glance appears to he a most
Illii mportant backwater of' French colonial collecting.
But, if the subject matter (Ivory Coast parcel post stamps
Ceres 111-22) may not he of prime importance to most collectors,
the deductive processes by which the author has created order
out of chaos are certainly worthy of praise and emulation. Ile
most convincingly shows us the order in which the many series
of overprints must have been printed, which were merely trials
or essays, and which saw actual parcel-post use within the
14

colony rather than being produced primarily for collectors.
Introductory chapters 1 through 3 set the scene-, one
in n portant purpose being to show that very few towns in the
Ivory Coast could legitimately have had opportunities to use
parcel post stamps. The inference is, of course, that many date
stamps from small, inland post offices could only he favor
cancels. They are followed by a chapter on the "underlying"
dues stamps that served as vehicles for the parcel-post overprints.
the meaty part n.vhiell follows consists of eleven mostly
short chapters, covering each of the 1903-1905 overprin hugs,
in the author's carefully deduced chronological sequence of
production. Dave also explains most convincingly the reasons
for the almost constant change in overprint formats. 1 le has
made exceedingly good use of his own vast collection, piiis that
of others, notably that of Paris dealer Pascal Behr. Combinations of multiples (mint or used) and of date stamps were used
to determine not only the printings hut also served to plate the
many varieties (inverts, in
accents, replaced Imits. etc.)
that appear in all of these issues.
Final chapters . just itythe author's methods and conclusions.
They are followed by a detailed catalog with valuations, a threeplus-pages bibliography, and an index. All ill ustrat ions, except
those on the front cover, are in black mid white and are first
rate for clearly showing the overprints, the location on individual stamps. and their varieties, Tables and flow sheets are
uniformly excellent, in formative, alit' easy to follow.
About my only qualms are that the book does not lie quite
flat when opened and (more importantly), that y alirations and
perhaps also the classification may require some modification,
should hitlierto unknown pieces appear on the market. Rut then,
that can happen with any other definitive study.
Ibis, of course, is not a hook for everyone. Nevertheless, I
would never hesitate to recommend it, if only as an instruction
manual on how best to conduct a really serious stuck . of some
neglected or poorly understood subject.

Sianley .1. 1.10
Red Cross Stationery of A Military Ambulance of 1870, C.
Marsanoux, LAnthulance the Midi. pp. I 54-164 of 26th Mail
i lie Marsanoux.
Auction Catalogue, 8x I I ", 17 color i I Is.,
7 place iai ttctonn, F-69002 Iyott, France.
When 1 FeCei CLI this auction catalogue, I was impressed hy
the wealth of colored photos of old documents. Even more
impressive was publication of an original study and research
concerning Dr Albert l'izors notes to his mot her, written vli i le
he served with that ambulance.
Ile was (Micro(' a section 425 people, out of a total of 40,
constituting the Ambulance du Midi [Ambulance of the South I.
' the correspondence covers the end of October 1870 to 13
Fehruary 1871, from the time they left Montpellier until they
had returned there, Man) cards and letters are imprinted with
the title (tithe ambulance, together with a Red Cross.
Others show red handstamps used by the ambulance,
sometimes circular, mallet imes rectangular, even side by side or
one atop the other. With one exception, they were free franked.
The exception, on unmarked stationery, is hand dated 28
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January. franked with a Swiss 30-centimes stamp, postmarked
the next day at Porrentruy, Switzerland, and with a SwitzerlandMarseilles train cancel the day alter_ The text starts with
profit from an occasion, my dear Mother. ...' We don't. know
what that 'occasion was. only that the ambulance had been held
prisoners by the Germans. Indeed, two earlier cards, both with
the ambulance imprints, bear circular date stamps EELD-POSTEXPLD14. RESERVF-DIVISION. [Eicldpost Expedition, 4th
Reserve Division] and date. One is hand dated 26 Jan. 1871
with the cds date illegible, the other is not hand dated, the cds
reading 27 Jan.
Except for Strasbourg Red Cross cards. such French cards,
envelopes, and handstamps front the 1870 war are hardly
known. 1 have not seen them catalogued except only in Pierre
Mount's Les Pre. curscurs de ía Thc: matique Croix-Rouge [the
Precursors of the Theme Red Cross]. As a result, they have been
almost completely neglected by postal historians, who are now
given a first chance to study a whole correspondence from
France's Ambulance ofthe South, This is truly a rare opportunity for students of Red Cross and related activities and those
interested in the Eraneo-German War of 1870/71,
Ernst Al Cohn 0

SECRETARY-TREASURER'S REPORT
(As of September 26, 2001)
Election Results (number of votes east):

President 2001-2003
54 Dane S. Claussen (now of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
Vice President, East 200 1-2003
54 Barth Healey (Port Washington, New York)
1
Lawrence Goldberg (Buffalo (irove, Illinois)
Vice President, West 2001-2003
54 David L. Ilerendecn (I larbor ('ity, California)
Denise McCarthy (Piqua, Ohio)
I
Secretary- treasurer 2001-2003
54 George Griftenhagen (Vienna, Virginia)
1
William Welch (State College, Pennsylvania)
Council 2001-2005
53 Ernest E. Pricks (('lementon, New Jersey)
54 Augustine Seratini (Oshkosh, Wisconsin)
53 Jay Smith (Snow Camp, North ( 'arolina)
Welcome Our New Members:
1868

1869

1870

Gerald James (iallagher, 460 1,ornbardy Road, Drexel
Hill. PA 19026-1329. Author of articles in The
American Philatelist plus 40 articles in other journals
on military history tut(tit heraldry. Sponsor: George
( iritiiihiagen
John R. C. Nebeker, 642 Fast 660 N., ()rem, UT
84091. Will soon be writinu. some iirtides, and will
send reprints alter they are published. Sponsor:
George (in lien hagen
Raymond Woods !resort. 86 Call ier, Roxboro, Quebec,
Canada Ill3Y 1( 'IX. Editor: The Shoe Box (1,akeshore
Stamp Club. chapter 1/84 of the Royal Philatelic
Society of*('anada) : Columnist: 114 , Canadian Philatelist Sponsor: .lane King l'ohn.

Anthony S. Wawrokiewucz, 3130 S.W. Wilbard Street,
Portland. OR 97219. Author: US. Domestic Postal
Rates 1872-1996; U.S. International Postal Rates
1872-1996. Sponsor:1,es Winick.
1872 Dr. llarvey Titles, P.O. Box 5466, High Point, NC
27202-5466. Free-t Aimee Writer: Scott Stamp Monthly.
Sponsor: George Griffenhagen.
1871

Address Changes:
1243
1 332

1835

Dane S. Claussen, 1211 Buena Vista Street, /M.

Pittsburgh, PA 15212
Peter Mosiondz, Jr., 26 Cameron Circle,
Clementon, NJ 08021-4800.
Alena Pascual, P.O. Box 21014, Madowvale RPO,
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6A2, Canada.

Closed Albums:
1 834

Alexander M. tinwin of lidlevue, WA, died January
24, 2001.

Membership Dues:
The membership dues are:
LISPS ZIP Code Addresses
$15.00
Canada and Mexico....................$175(1

All Other Addresses..................$20.00
Payment must be made in 11.S. hinds by a check imprinted
with a U.S. bank transit number, or by postal money order,
payable to "AN Writers 1/nit /130." Some overseas members
prefer to send ELS. hank notes by cern lied mail. Other methods
of payment are not acceptable due to high bank exchange
charges.
Keep Your Mailing Address Current:
Please notify Us of address changes to assure that you
receive each issue of The Philatelic Communicator without
delay. 'Ibis will also save WEJ#30 more than one dollar because
the t JSPS charges filly cents when they have to send us an
address correction. and we still have to pay the postage tor reshipping the issue to the member.

George ( iri lien h agen
W1/30 Secretary-Treasurer
2501 Drexel Street
Vienna, VA 22180
El

Theron Wierenga Receives Cabeen Award
The Collectors Club of Chicago recently honored Theron
Wierema with his second Cabeen Award tOr (hinted Stales
Incoming Steamship Mail. 1847-1875, Second Edition, The
award is a one ounce 14 Li gold medal picturing the building
donated to the 'hub b y Mr. and Mrs. Cabeen.
Ilis work entails sailing data for over 120 different steamship companies, and numerous steamship lines, most with mail
contracts. The 200 plus pages cover the routes in the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans.
The Steamship Mail volume sells hir $55. and is available
froni your favorite book dealer-.
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The Philatelic

WU 30 CRITIQUE SERVICE
Past president Charles J. Peterson operates the Wt J30
Critique Service. There is no charge for the service. Details are:
Periodicals—Submit the four most recent issues. Include
postage equivalent to four times the first class mailing fee. Any
unused amount will be returned. Critiques can be expected in
about 30 days.
Books/manuscripts—Inquire before sending, with a brief
description of the item. Please include a stamped, addressed
envelope tOr the reply. The time element for a book or
manuscript can varydependitig on length, othcrsiniilar requests
at hand and other commitments.
All submissions & correspondence should be sent to
Charles J. Peterson, Box 5559, Laurel, MD 20726, phone 30 1 776-9822, e-mail: cjp7777(0aol.com .

Another illusion, seldom entertained by competent authors, is
that the publisher's readers and others arc waiting to plagiarize
their work. I think it may be said that the more worthless the
manuscript, the greater the fear of plagiarism
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